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Komoot Navigation now available on Garmin
vívoactive and venu GPS Smartwatches

Garmin Venu and Vivoctive® smartwatch owners can now be guided by komoot

navigation.

Advanced features bring ease of use to watch wearers fingertips: Tours and

Collections can be located and filtered directly through watch interfaces.

Watch owners can install the komoot for Garmin app from the Connect IQ store

from their smartphone, or directly on their watches.

For Immediate Release 

Potsdam, September 14th - Gone are the days when a smartwatch with navigation capabilities

was the privilege of those who invested in a top-of-the-range product. What was yesterday’s

competitive advantage becomes today’s standard - and superior navigation is no exception.

Komoot believes that navigation is a feature that those who enjoy an easy-going hike or cycle in

nature, as well as the more serious adventurist or performance athlete, should have access to.    

In keeping with its mission “to make adventure accessible to all” the extension of the komoot

CiQ app for Garmin to two more Garmin watch models, the vívoactive® and Venu, means

navigation with these watches is now possible and a feature accessible to all owners of said

watches, at no extra cost. Bringing the total number of Garmin devices supported by the

komoot for Garmin app to nearly the entire product offering.
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The komoot CiQ app for Garmin was developed in 2017 to provide owners of Garmin watches

the possibility to access their komoot Tours from the watch interface. Once a komoot Tour is

selected, navigation ensues using the device’s own built-in navigation feature. The app,

available to download for free in the Garmin Connect IQ store, supports outdoor athletes and

cyclists with quick access to their content on komoot and direct syncing back to their komoot

profiles once their activity has been completed.  

Garmin vívoactive® and Venu smartwatches have been designed for those who enjoy an active

lifestyle. These devices do not have built-in navigation capabilities. However, komoot believes

that everyone can benefit from navigation assistance and making navigation possible on these

devices through komoot’s proprietary CiQ app brings the outdoors and exploration to the

fingertips of even more people. 

According to Ben Thompson, Director of Business Development at komoot, “Extending the

komoot CiQ app for Garmin to the vívoactive® and Venu watches is aligned with our mission

to make the outdoors more accessible to everyone. If the watch is capable of navigation, then

we want to make it possible by connecting the dots between being inspired on komoot.com

and planning a route, to sharing the navigation experience to devices for people to have more

fun in the outdoors.”

Key features
Easily access and navigate all the Tours you have planned and saved in your komoot profile

directly from the watch interface or simply choose to record a new Tour

Filter your komoot Tours by date, distance from your position and length of the Tour and

locate your personal Collections



Once you have chosen a Tour to navigate, a mini-map will show, together with a summary of

the most relevant stats and the elevation profile: 

mini-map

summary stats

elevation profile
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The Navigation experience includes: 

A blue line denoting the route ahead 

Turn-by-turn arrows on the tourline

A red recording line for the route that has been travelled

North compass indicator

What is not included:

Map backgrounds

Audible Turn by Turn instructions e.g. in 100m turn left onto xyz
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ABOUT KOMOOT

Komoot is the largest and fastest-growing digital platform for adventurers and outdoor enthusiasts

in the world - and it has a simple mission: to make outdoor adventures accessible to all.

Komoot’s mobile apps and digital platform provide advanced route planning and navigation tools.

At the same time, a content-rich feed of unique stories inspires its community of 27 million users

to explore and share their outdoor experiences and recommendations.

A group of 6 friends from the Austrian Alps and Germany founded the company in Berlin in 2010.

In 2017, komoot pioneered a fully-remote workplace and today - its team of over 100 like-minded

adventurers share this goal: to provide you with the best experience possible in the great

outdoors.

Join komoot and discover everything you need to make the most out of your experiences outdoors

with komoot Maps and Premium.

For more information, visit komoot.com 
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